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ABSTRACT: Chemical reaction data in journal articles, patents, and even electronic laboratory notebooks are currently stored in
various formats, often unstructured, which presents a significant barrier to downstream applications, including the training of
machine-learning models. We present the Open Reaction Database (ORD), an open-access schema and infrastructure for structuring
and sharing organic reaction data, including a centralized data repository. The ORD schema supports conventional and emerging
technologies, from benchtop reactions to automated high-throughput experiments and flow chemistry. The data, schema, supporting
code, and web-based user interfaces are all publicly available on GitHub. Our vision is that a consistent data representation and
infrastructure to support data sharing will enable downstream applications that will greatly improve the state of the art with respect
to computer-aided synthesis planning, reaction prediction, and other predictive chemistry tasks.

■ INTRODUCTION

The opportunity to learn complex patterns of chemical
reactivity from organic reaction data is increasingly clear.
Data-driven machine-learning models have been designed and
applied to planning synthetic pathways, recommending
reaction conditions for each putative transformation, and
even predicting what the major products of a yet-untested
reaction might be, e.g., for impurity prediction. These and
other tasks in “predictive synthesis” promise to streamline
chemical development at stages where the synthetic route
development occurs and eventually enable automated multi-
step synthesis.
Chemical reaction data support these modeling efforts by

capturing the details of how an experiment was performed and
its outcome. There are few curated databases that record
organic reactions and even fewer that are generally available to
researchers, even commercially. Only one prominent data
seta set of reactions extracted from the USPTOis open
access.1

Beyond their role in supporting data-driven models,
tabulated reaction data have become an indispensable tool in
the workflow of nearly every chemist, if only for information
retrieval. Few practicing chemists approach the synthesis of a
new compound without performing a database or literature
search (e.g., through SciFinder or Reaxys) and referring to
procedural details in a precedent article or patent describing a
relevant synthesis. While these databases tabulate and make
searchable many important aspects of a chemical reaction such
as the structures of reactants, agents, and products, full
procedural details are left as unstructured text in the original
document.
The Open Reaction Database29 is an initiative to support

machine learning and related efforts in reaction prediction,
chemical synthesis planning, and experimental design (Figure
1). Our goals are to provide a structured data format for

chemical reaction data, to make data freely and publicly
available, to encourage sharing of precompetitive proprietary
data, and to provide an interface for browsing/downloading
that data. One key use case is the standardization and sharing
of high-throughput reaction screening data. Underlying this
effort are the FAIR principles for scientific data management.2

We have defined a reaction schema that provides a thorough
coverage of experimental details that we know are important
for reproducibility. Importantly, we capture the most essential
information in a structured format, rather than an unstructured
text format as is currently used in publications (e.g., as
Supporting Information). Analytical data, both raw and
processed, can be directly coupled to experimental outcomes.
Reaction data can be recorded programmatically (e.g., using
Python) or using an interactive web editor that is more
approachable for those without coding experience. A
templating mechanism for data set enumeration allows one
reaction entry to be rapidly expanded into hundreds or
thousands, as in the case of a high-throughput screen.

■ SCHEMA

The ORD schema contains structured and unstructured (free
text) fields for documenting chemical reactions. It is intended
to be descriptive, rather than prescriptive; each Reaction
record in the database should describe what was actually done
in the lab, and not an idealized protocol or instruction set for,
e.g., automated synthesis hardware (although this may also be
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included). The schema is implemented using Protocol
Buffers,30 which have distinct usability advantages over other
common technologies such as XML.
At a high level, the schema is divided into nine sections:

reaction identifiers, inputs, setup, conditions, notes, observa-
tions, workups, outcomes (products and analytics), and
provenance (Figure 2). Conceptually, each section can be
thought of as a first-class object in the schema. Each of these
sections contains data fields and child objects (with their own
data fields) for describing the reaction. For example, each
ReactionInput contains one or more components
(usually Compound objects), each with their own identi-
fiers(s), amount, and reaction role (Figure 3a). The fields of
each schema object are structured to constrain their types or
values, such as only allowing positive numeric values for
amounts or limiting the units to a set of predefined constants.
Many schema objects also include an unstructured details
field for providing additional information that is not captured
by other fields. The set of structured fields is largely driven by
(a) a relatively small set of common types, such as for reaction
roles, and (b) downstream use cases for machine learning,
where structured types can be used as categorical features.
The schema is designed to support arbitrary levels of detail

depending on the available information. For reactions taken
from the patent literature, it may only be possible to describe
the inputs and outputs at the level of their identifiers and
amounts. For reactions submitted by the original experimenter,
it is possible to use structured and unstructured fields to
include every detail required for reproducibility (including and

beyond those in Figure 3b). To enforce a base level of
consistency between records in the database, we use validation
functions written in Python to require the presence of certain
fields and check for reasonable values. For instance, each
reaction must have at least one input, and every input
compound requires an amount. Warnings are issued for
ambiguous values, such as percentages entered as fractions.
These validations are performed automatically in the
interactive web editor (see below) and during the data set
submission process.

■ INTERFACES
Although submissions can be generated programmatically with
Python, we are sensitive to the reality that experimentalists are
not always comfortable with programming or using the
command line. Accordingly, we have built web interfaces for
creating submissions and searching the database. We also
include instructions for web-only submissions in the online
documentation.
The ORD Interactive Editor31 is a tool for generating

submissions to the database. Users can create data sets and use
a responsive web form to fill in structured and unstructured
data fields. Additionally, the editor can be used to enumerate a
factorial data set based on a reaction template and a CSV or
Excel spreadsheet with a row for each reaction. We have also
recorded tutorial videos demonstrating the use of the editor,
available on the ORD YouTube channel. Submissions to the
ORD are made as pull requests to the ord-data GitHub
repository32 or directly by email.33

Figure 1. Computer-aided chemical discovery cycle: (a) the Open Reaction Database; (b) machine learning and cheminformatics; (c) human or
automated interpretation and material design; (d) manual or robotic chemical synthesis.

Figure 2. Overview of the Open Reaction Database schema. Each Reaction record contains sections for reaction identifiers, inputs, outcomes,
etc.
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The ORD Search Interface34 is used to search for reactions
in the database. Reactions can be queried by SMILES/
SMARTS substructure patterns for input or output molecules,
by reaction ID, by publication DOI, etc. Each reaction has a
summary page that displays the full record along with a
graphical schematic. We have also written a simple Python API
to enable downstream users to easily access data programmati-
cally. The client library supports all of the search functionality
in the web-based search interface, as well as the ability to
download full data sets or lists of reactions.

■ DATA SET EXAMPLES

The ORD has been designed to accommodate information
about organic reactions spanning many distinct types, each
requiring the definition of different metadata to ensure
reproducibility. Here, we briefly mention several common
categories we anticipate and discuss the data that might be

associated with each; examples in the ORD are given in Table
1.
The simplest but perhaps broadest category of reactions to

capture are those performed through “traditional” benchtop
operations. A data set of this type typically contains a small
number of reactions defined by their inputs (Figure 3a),
conditions/setup (Figure 3b), and product outcomes at a
single time point (Figure 3c). Reaction inputs should always
contain information about the quantity of each component and
any additional metadata that might be relevant, such as the
source of the compound. Conditions should at least include
temperature and stirring, and the setup should specify what
kind of vessel (e.g., flask, vial) was used. The level of detail
associated with each reaction is a function of what information
is available; for retrospective data entries, such as importing the
open-source reaction data set parsed from the USPTO
literature, many procedural details will be unspecified.

Figure 3. Example schema representations for a deoxyfluorination reaction.3 (a) Inputs. The “Alcohol in THF” input is expanded to show its solute
and solvent components. (b) Setup and conditions. The setup includes a description of the reaction vessel and there are separate objects for
temperature, pressure, and stirring conditions. (c) Outcomes. Each outcome has an associated reaction time and one or more analyses that are
linked to product-specific measurements of product identity, yield, selectivity, etc. There are several dozen additional fields not shown in this figure.
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In most cases, analytical data will at least include the yield of
the desired product and how it was calculated (isolated yield,
NMR yield, enantiomeric excess by chiral SFC, etc.). Ideally,
more detailed analytical data will be included, such as the usual
slate of analyses when a new compound is reported (i.e., 1H
NMR, 13C NMR, HRMS, IR). Reactions can accommodate
arbitrary analytical data as uploaded files or URLs to externally
hosted data. Kinetic profiling experiments where multiple
samples or aliquots are taken from a single vessel over time are
described by one reaction with several distinct outcomes, each
with their own analytical and product information; if different
reactors are used for each time point, these are described as
distinct reactions.
Data sets corresponding to high-throughput experiments will

typically follow the case where reactions are identical other
than a small number of variable fields such as substrate
identity, catalyst identity, reagent identity, temperature, and
product yield. Depending on the analytical workflow, the
recorded yields from HTE may be uncalibrated: i.e.,
correspond only to relative UV peak areas in an LC or
integrated TIC/EIC traces from LCMS. Specifying how yields
were calculated or estimated is essential for understanding the
fidelity of the data and how it should be treated in downstream
tasks. It is easiest to define data sets of this type through
Python code or through the data set enumeration feature.
Additional types of reactions make use of the many optional

fields in the schema. Photochemical reactions require addi-
tional specification of the illumination conditions, such as the
light source and its distance to the vessel. Electrochemical
reactions require details about the cell configuration: whether
it is divided or undivided and the materials of the cathode and
anode. Reactions employing flow chemistry include informa-
tion about the type of pump and delivery rate used for all stock
solutions, in addition to details about the type of flow reactor
used. Reactions employing enzymatic catalysts take advantage
of the ability to define compounds by their primary amino acid
sequence or UnitProt/PDB identifiers.
Multistep reactions in the ORD are split into separate

entries within one data set; their treatment depends on
whether intermediate products are isolated. Reaction sequen-

ces with incomplete intermediate isolations (e.g., one-pot
reactions or telescoped reaction sequences) are linked by
considering the product of one step as a “crude” input of the
subsequent one. Otherwise, an isolated product from an in-
house reaction is treated no differently from a purchased
starting material, except for a cross-reference to the reaction ID
defining how the compound was prepared.

■ DOWNSTREAM USE CASES

We anticipate that one of the major applications of the ORD
will be for the generation of structured data sets for machine
learning (ML). Reaction modeling with ML has become
increasingly common, with reports frequently citing the
importance of high-quality data for success. Examples of the
types of data-driven reactivity studies that could benefit from
the ORD include synthesis planning,17,18 reaction product
prediction,19 reaction yield prediction,3,7,20 reaction condition
prediction,21,22 selective catalyst design,23,24 and reaction
optimization,25 among others. These predictive chemistry
tools illustrate the value of curating reaction data, yet we
believe they are just scratching the surface in terms of both
their utility and the complexity of tasks that they can help
address.
The schema was designed in part around these use cases and

provides descriptive, easily accessible fields for reaction
featurization (see above). As a result, data sets require minimal
processing before model training and can be quickly integrated
into Python ML workflows. We have made an example data
processing and ML pipeline available as a Jupyter Notebook in
the ORD schema repository.35 This example constructs a yield
predictor from a Suzuki−Miyaura coupling data set8 and
reproduces regression results from the literature.20

It is our hope that this type of ML workflow will aid in
advancing the understanding of reaction performance (e.g.,
yield, selectivity, etc.) and thus accelerate discovery. We expect
that another valuable use case will be the construction of
retrosynthesis models. These tools may enable more
quantitative evaluations of new reactions given these additional
details (e.g., concentrations, orders of addition, vendor
information) and eventually allow training directly on raw

Table 1. Example Data Sets Currently Available in the ORD

category description ref size example

single-step batch deoxyfluorination reaction screening as a function of substrate, base, and fluoride source (entries in Figure 1) 3 80 link
single-step batch microwave synthesis of a small library using the Biginelli multicomponent condensation reaction 4 48 link
kinetic profiling online monitoring of a Suzuki coupling reaction by HPLC 5 7 link
high throughput subset of “chemistry informer” screen of copper-catalyzed Buchwald−Hartwig aminations (entries 11−15 in

Figure 4)
6 90 link

high throughput C−N cross-coupling reaction yields varying aryl halide, additive, Pd catalyst, and base identities 7 4312 link
high throughput Suzuki coupling reaction performance as a function of aryl halide, boronic acid, ligand, base, and solvent

performed under pseudoflow conditions
8 5760 link

high-throughput C−N cross-coupling reaction performance of 3-bromopyridine with various nucleophiles, varying precatalysts
and bases (entries in Experiment 2)

9 1536 link

high throughput combinatorial nanochemistry screen of a complex aryl halide library using dual-metal photoredox C−N coupling
(entries in Figure 6)

10 1728 link

photochemistry substrate scope tables regarding coupling of α-carboxyl sp3 carbons with aryl halides 11 24 link
photochemistry Ir-catalyzed debromination conversions as a function of photocatalyst ligands 12 1152 link
electrochemistry electroreductive coupling of alkenyl and benzyl halides via nickel catalysis (entries in Figures 2 and 3) 13 27 link
flow chemistry sulfonamide library synthesis in flow 14 39 link
enzymatic multistep biocatalytic cascade for the manufacture of islatravir 15 3 link
multistep copper-catalyzed enantioselective hydroamination of alkenes 16 3 link
literature
extracted

reactions extracted by text-mining United States published patents; imported from CML documents 1 1771017 link
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analytical data instead of processed analytical data. Data
captured by the ORD schema is richer than that in previous
database efforts and should facilitate training of the next
generation of predictive chemistry tools.

■ DISCUSSION

Commitment to Open Access. As the name implies, the
Open Reaction Database is designed for open access and
community contributions. All reaction data in the database is
available under a CC BY-SA license.36 The various software
tools and code, such as the schema definitions and the
interactive web editor, are available under an Apache license.37

Both the data and code are hosted on GitHub under the Open
Reaction Database organization (https://github.com/open-
reaction-database).
Data Quality and Validation. There are several

mechanisms for ensuring, or at least encouraging, that data
are of high quality. At a basic level, Python scripts are used to
validate each reaction within a data set, as mentioned above.
This requires that all reactions contain a minimal level of
information and, for example, that quantities are associated
with units. Beyond these checks, the schema itself was
designed to capture important metadata such as how yields
were quantified, so that subsequent analyses can distinguish
between true isolated yields and estimates from LCMS peak
areas (where the latter is more common in high-throughput
workflows).
Additionally, all submissions are reviewed manually for

completeness and correctness by a reviewer not involved in the
preparation of the submission. During the review process, the
reviewer will require the details listed above unless the
submitter does not have access to more information about the
experiment (e.g., more than what was published); when a
previously published data set is reviewed, the publication and
submission should be compared directly. If a data set is not
associated with a journal or patent article, then the reviewer
may only check for internal consistency and completeness and
must trust the submitter to provide the correct structures and
technical details. As the rate of ORD submissions grows, we
anticipate recruiting additional volunteer reviewers and
adjusting the review process as needed.
Information about the submitter and experimenter (who

might not be the same person) is captured as part of the
provenance metadata for each entry, optionally including email
addresses. This will allow data consumers to contact either
party if more information is needed for their downstream use
case. If data quality issues or discrepancies are identified, we
will request that the original submitter help revise or review
any proposed changes.
Evolution of the Schema. The ORD schema is a “living

document” that will change and adapt to the needs of its users
and of the community. For example, future contributions from
electrochemists or advances in downstream machine learning
may require the addition of new structured fields to better
represent the data. In other cases, structured fields that are
hardly ever used may be deprecated and removed in favor of
unstructured descriptions. We will use versioning and
migration processes to ensure that backward-incompatible
changes (if any) are deployed without disruption to existing
workflows pinned to earlier versions of the data and code.

■ OUTLOOK

By providing a structured schema, submission mechanism, and
search/retrieval tools, the ORD reduces several technical
barriers to data sharing and model building. For instance,
adoption of the ORD schema will allow the Supporting
Information in publications to be standardized and readable by
anyone without manual parsing or back and forth with the
authors. Importantly, the use of a well-defined schema will
make the omission of procedural details needed for
reproducibility more apparent, as well as enable easier
comparisons between reactions (both within and across
publications). We plan to support translation software to
convert between the ORD format and other emerging data
standards26−28 as well as electronic lab notebook formats. To
be clear: we believe that PDFs without accompanying
structured data should no longer clear the bar for publication.
However, we are still sensitive to the many social and

cultural barriers surrounding publishing that persist in the field.
There is not a culture of data sharing beyond what is required
for peer-reviewed publication. In particular, the unwillingness
to share “unsuccessful” or “failed” reactions with low yields or
selectivitieswhether due to intrinsic reactivity, procedural
details, or human errorspresents an overly optimistic view of
chemistry where most reactions succeed, impeding the
development of models to explain when they may not.
Successful and unsuccessful reactions are not differentiated by
the ORD schema beyond product measurements; this
categorization is somewhat arbitrary and depends on the
downstream use case.
Though the ORD is still young, initial feedback and

adoption have been promising. The success of this effort will
depend on buy-in from data generators, contributors, and
consumers and a shared recognition of its value. We encourage
data generators to explore the schema and infrastructure that
we have built for capturing their experimental data and invite
discussion from the broader community on how to incorporate
these structured data formats throughout the life cycle of
reaction datafrom benchtop to laptop.
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